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Introduction 
• The Neyagawa-NHS woodlot is dominated by a diverse number of 

hygric habitats (wetlands), all with distinct plant and faunal 
assemblages.  
• It would be therefore erroneous to consider the area strictly from the point of 

view of a woodlot.  

• The maintenance of this diverse habitats depends entirely on the conservation 
of its hydrological characteristics.  

• Historical disturbances of the woodlands have left unique scars in the 
landscape that have had over 50 years to stabilize giving rise to the 
present day landscape 
• Although the intention of conserving green space is behind the NHS land 

designation efforts, current road and housing development protocols does not 
allow for a synchronized assessment and execution of the Town’s trail design, 
and conservation of ecotones and hydrological conditions necessary for the 
stability of the green spaces.  

• This approach severely limiting the feedback that is necessary between the 
developers’ implementation of approved plans and the on site execution and 
unexpected results. 

• One recent example of these can be seen in the significant decrease of water 
flows along the Neyagawa Bld. to supply  the Neyagawa Woodlot stream. 
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THE NEYAGAWA – NHS 

CASE 
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General hydrological landscape 
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The present day landscape is the 

result  not only of the historical use of 

the land but most significantly, from 

the political processes  that were 

used to define land use and  the 

oversimplified geometry imposed  on 

landscape subdivision. 

The  uneven (fractal) nature of natural 

boundaries was for the most part 

absent, although by accidents of fate 

present in all human endeavours 

uneven boundaries are introduced  

disrupting the simplified linear 

constructs of the original design.  



ASSESSMENT OF 

ANTHROPOGENIC 

DISTURBANCES 
Then and Now 
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Present day and historical site disturbances 

2) for clear cut logging: 

(areas with evidence with 

subsequent successional 

regrowth - turquoise) and, 

3) areas of shelter-wood 

logging (magenta along 

Neyagawa Rd) 
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The three main historical 

land use disturbances in 

woodlots in this area until 

1954 were 1) the use of 

the forest for grazing 

(mustard coloured areas). 



Present day and historical site disturbances 
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More recent insults - 
probably since the 
development of 
Neyagawa Road, are 
concentrated along the 
east side of the road and 
consist of, road waste 
introduced by flash 
flooding events  (green 
lines), windfall and tree 
rot of maples, ashes, 
oaks and white pine due 
to flooding and wind 
exposure stress (brown)  

 



Present day and historical site disturbances 
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A modern disturbance is 

noise pollution. The red 

line (about 150 to 160m 

from the road) denotes the 

approximate location 

where the noise from 

Neyagawa Road (80 to 

90dB with peaks over 

100dB) is indistinguishable 

from background noise 

(~40dB) 



Present day and historical site disturbances 
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Since 1954 the boundaries of 
the north eastern marsh area 
have been accumulating 
abandoned farming 
equipment, cars, trucks and a 
previously inhabited trailer-
home. 

Signs of aberrant plant 
growths can be found, up to 
this date, along many young 
trees and shrubs at the edges 
of the fields (red angled line). 

Careful trail design necessary 
at several locations due to the 
proximity of the boundary 
lines to the NHS sensitive 
areas. 

 



Present day and historical site disturbances 
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The littering and unplanned 

access to the NHS that is 

occurring at Hidden Trail 

Circle  and North Park Bld. 

Is an example of the 

extensive environmental 

degradation that awaits the 

rest of the NHS. 

The conservation and waste 

management problems 

arising from the time 

staggered rather than 

synchronous work by 

developers and town at the 

development’s boundaries is 

well exemplified at this 

location    



GENERAL FOREST 

COMMUNITIES AND TREE 

DOMINANCE 
From simple ELC classification to dynamic mosaic 

mapping 
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Forest Structure: “old” and successional growth  
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mosaic of successional stages 

• Natural and anthropogenic changes have left behind a 

series of  forest communities at different seral stages 

• Grazing favoured  
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Forest Communities: Red Oak 
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Forest Communities: Bur Oak 
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Forest Communities: White Oak 
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Forest Communities: Red & Silver Maple 
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Forest Communities: Shagbark Hickory 
(minor contribution by Pignut Hickory) 
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Forest Communities: Beech 
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Forest Communities: White & Rock Elm 
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Forest Communities: White Pine 
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Forest Mosaic Community Structure 
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HYDROLOGICAL 

COMMUNITIES UNDERLYING  

HABITATS OF THE PLANT AND 

FAUNAL COMMUNITIES 
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General hydrological landscape and aspect of the local landscape 
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Complex Hydrology of the  

Neyagawa – NHS complex 
• Several layers of  natural formation and accidents 
inform the hydrological processes of  the woodland 
regions of the NHS: 
• The underlying undulating structure of the local landscape 

•  The overall aspect of the landscape 

•  The geometries imposed by boundary line hedge rows 

•  The direction of till 

•  The tree line contours  

•  The underground impermeable layer  topography 

• Because the importance of the water inflows and 
outflows to maintain present day internal woodland 
conditions it is necessary to ensure that decisions are 
made without assumptions  not supported by detailed 
field observations  
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Subwatersheds 
• In this section of Oakville’s Natural Heritage System one 

finds the presence of three Subwatersheds of the 16 Mile 

Creek 
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• Glenorchy – 16 Mile 

Creek Subwatershed in 

gray 

• Shannon Creek – 16 

Mile Creek 

Subwatershed in 

magenta, and  

• Morrison Creek-16 Mile 

Creek Subwatershed in 

beige. 



WESTERN & CENTRAL SUBWATERSHEDS 

Neyagawa - NHS 
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Western & Central Sectors 
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• 2 

• Prior to 20xx, rain events and snow 

melts in spring produced large flooding 

into the woodland at this location 

precipitating changes in the ground 

cover and tree species of this zone. 

 

• Flow through the north western section 

of the main stream has been drastically 

reduced following the road renovation 

done to Neyagawa Rd after 20xx. 
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Western & Central Sectors 
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• 4 

• Inflow at this location is restricted by the 
proximity of the undulation’s crest (dashed 
brown line), however, an unusual forb 
covered clearing directs rainfall and snow 
melt downwards towards a sphagnum 
vernal swamp just north of the central 
sedge fen 

 

• Water is again collected at the crest just a 
few meters off the treeline, and directed 
along to main locations down towards the 
central deciduous swamp. 
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Central Sector 
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• At this location significant amounts of 
runoff are converged by the aspect of 
the field towards this corner entering the 
woodlot and feeding the central 
deciduous swamp. This location shows 
significant spread of blight on shrubs 
and young trees. 

 

• The rest of the runoff drains further 
back at what is the north eastern end of 
the central deciduous swamp. 
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Central Sector 
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• Runoff from these fields supplies the water 
filling this pond (pond 2) used by frogs, 
newts, turtles and ducks during spring and 
through out the year as a water hole for 
mammals. 

 

• These 2 unique features are very sensitive 
and of most environmental concern 
• one is a rare vernal-autumnal pool actively used 

by blue-spotted salamanders and wood frog egg 
for egg laying. 

• The second one is a thicket-meadow swamp 
complex with a unique species community 
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EASTERN SUBWATERSHED 

Neyagawa - NHS 
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Eastern sector 
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• 8 & 9 

• Runoff and melt is received along this 

north eastern section of the Neyagawa 

complex all along its western 

boundaries and western wooded 

sections and from runoff down from the 

eastern crest 

 

• A smaller deciduous swamp enriched in 

silver maple and a mixed marsh 

complex collect the flows 
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